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EDITORIAL
In this edition we welcome two new members of the editorial team and two
new sub-editors. You can read their profiles in this edition and online on the
ANZSIL Perspective web page here. Once again, we have an excellent
contribution to ANZSIL Perspective. This month’s contribution is from Douglas
Gilfoyle on the use by small States of law of the sea dispute settlement
against greater powers.
We are very keen to encourage contributions and will be reaching out to
ANZSIL members and the wider international legal community for views on a range of issues. We
particularly welcome contributions from all our interest groups: the International Economic Law Interest
Group, International Peace and Security Interest Group, Oceans and International Environmental Law
Interest Group, and History and Theory of International Law Interest Group.
As an open resource, we are in an excellent position to provide regional representation and discussion
in international law practice and academia, particularly from the perspective of this side of the globe.
We are particularly keen to encourage book reviews. We hope that ANZSIL Perspective will provide a
foundation for considering international law from the Australian and Aotearoa New Zealand viewpoint,
including situations meriting international law analysis that have attracted less widespread attention.
As ever, we are keen to encourage contributions from across our membership and the wider
international legal community, especially early career researchers including doctoral candidates,
postdoctoral researchers, new academics and legal professionals who have recently entered practice. I
am also pleased that our contributions have included discussion and responses to earlier publications
so that ANZSIL Perspective is contributing to continued debate and education. I look forward to the
submissions for December 2021.
Felicity Gerry QC (Editor)
The deadline for the next ANZSIL Perspective is 26 November 2021. The current call for Perspectives
and submission details and guidelines are on the ANZSIL Perspective webpage.
The views expressed in contributions to ANZSIL Perspective are those of the authors. Those views are
not necessarily shared by ANZSIL or the Editors of Perspective.
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PERSPECTIVES
Small States and Law of the Sea ‘Litigation’ Against Greater Powers
By Douglas Guilfoyle

Are small States making increasing – and strategic – use of law of the sea dispute
settlement mechanisms against greater powers? In cases such as Philippines v China,
Timor-Leste v Australia, Ukraine v Russia and Mauritius v UK, States with relatively
limited power have been able to use formal sovereign equality to invoke UNCLOS
proceedings against States - often permanent members of the Security Council - which
would appear to be in significantly stronger positions. We are also seeing not-unrelated
legal strategies play out in Vanuatu’s recent plan to seek an advisory opinion from the
International Court of Justice on the legal consequences of climate change.

It’s an important set of developments that I hope to spend the next four years
examining in my upcoming future fellowship project looking at the use by small States
of law of the sea dispute settlement against greater powers.
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My project aims to examine through a series of case studies how small States have been
able to use dispute settlement mechanisms under the UN Convention on the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS) to pursue their legal disputes (and strategic ends) against greater powers.
Very often such States do not appear to commence proceedings with any realistic
expectation that UNCLOS procedures will resolve all of the questions at issue and
deliver them what they want at a stroke. Nonetheless, there appears to be strategic
value in using international law to elevate a bilateral dispute to the international level
and potentially mobilise diplomatic pressure against, and even delegitimise, the
position of one’s opponent. This is not to suggest that such proceedings are an abuse of
process or are commenced with improper motives. As at the national level, all disputes
that wind up before a court occur in a wider context and set of relationships.

Other than the extent to which States may succeed in these broader strategic goals –
for example, Mauritius being able to gain outsized diplomatic leverage against the
United Kingdom regarding its retention of the Chagos Archipelago in defiance of an
increasing number of adverse judicial findings – the question arises as to whether such
recourse to UNCLOS dispute settlement strengthens or undermines the ‘rules-based
order’ at sea. For example, we might look at the outcome of the compulsory
conciliation process between Timor Leste and Australia as ultimately supporting the
role of international law in maritime affairs. After all, it would generally have to be
conceded that Australia’s professed view that natural prolongation of the continental
shelf trumped the ordinary application of the equidistance line method in any maritime
boundary delimitation was at best a minority view (if not completely untenable). The
compulsory conciliation process worked extremely well, no doubt in part by virtue of
the skills of the commissioners, to simplify the number of issues in dispute and guide
the parties to a mutually acceptable solution. A triumph, one might think, for legal
process.
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Nonetheless, in each of my principal case studies jurisdictional arguments were made
that the matter should not have been heard at all, whether under Annex VII (in the case
of Philippines v China, China refusing to participate formally) or Annex V (in the case of
Timor-Leste v Australia. These arguments were made on the basis that the supposed
underlying subject matter of the dispute fell outside the Convention (such as sovereign
title to territory) or had been excluded under one of the optional exceptions found in
the Convention (such as maritime boundary disputes or military activities).
Alternatively, it has sometimes been argued that jurisdiction was lacking as procedural
requirements under UNCLOS have not been followed or that another treaty obligation
precludes recourse to UNCLOS dispute settlement entirely. On this view, the seeming
temptation of UNCLOS arbitral tribunals (or conciliation commissions or the
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea itself) to take increasingly expansive views
of the application of the Convention risks undermining the very foundation of the
Convention itself – the consent of States to be bound.

I’m not sure I find such jurisdictional objections to the competence of dispute
settlement bodies particularly convincing. It depends in large part on a reading of the
Convention which suggests that States only very reluctantly signed up to its dispute
settlement system. This reading is supposedly evidenced by the complex system of
exceptions, exclusions, and savings provisions which bedevil Part XV dispute settlement.
Considering this, the argument goes, the dispute settlement provisions should be read
narrowly. As I have argued elsewhere, perhaps one of the more radical elements of the
final award in the South China Sea arbitration was that it prioritised a different reading
of the object and purpose of the dispute settlement system. That is, the final award
emphasises that the founding principle underlying Part XV dispute settlement is that it
is compulsory and comprehensive. This position, which was firmly advocated by many
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developing and newly independent States during the UNCLOS negotiations, would
suggest that any exceptions to jurisdiction should be read narrowly.

In any event, beyond such doctrinal questions the proof is, in a sense, in the pudding.
How have States Parties reacted to supposedly expansive assertions of jurisdiction by
various dispute settlement bodies authorised by UNCLOS? So far, there does not appear
to be any general sense that the system is out of control. However, this may not be to
the point. If the Convention becomes delegitimised in the eyes of losing parties,
litigating States may find they have sawn off the branch upon which they are sitting.

My provisional view is that such concerns are overblown. The paradox of the law is, as
always, that to claim any authority in international affairs it must first be able to present
itself as insulated from politics; but as a matter of practice, we know the law and
politics are deeply mutually implicated and mutually structuring. The law remains a
terrain in which arguments can be framed and conflicts played out, and in which States
may legitimately manoeuvre for political advantage (to quote
Shirley Scott). And, indeed, perhaps the greatest contribution
the law of the sea can make to international stability is to
contain these arguments as much as possible within its
framework.
About the Author: Douglas Guilfoyle is Associate Professor of
International and Security Law at UNSW Canberra. His principal areas of
research are maritime security, the international law of the sea, and international and transnational
criminal law. He is an Australian Research Council Future Fellow (2022-2025) and was a Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade Visiting Legal Fellow (2019-2020).
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Meet the new members of the ANZSIL Perspective editorial team
Caroline and Alberto join the editorial reviewers

Dr. Caroline Foster is Acting Director at the New Zealand Centre
for Environmental Law (NZCEL) at the University of Auckland Law
Faculty. She recently completed a new monograph Global
Regulatory Standards in Environmental and Health Disputes:
Regulatory Coherence, Due Regard and Due Diligence (Oxford
University Press, 2021) complementing her previous book with
Cambridge University Press Science, Proof and Precaution in
International Courts and Tribunals: Expert Evidence, Burden of
Proof and Finality. She teaches international law in the LLB and
international dispute settlement in the LLM as well as on a range
of international environmental law topics in the advanced
international law LLB course.

A Colombian and Canadian national based in Aotearoa New
Zealand, Dr Alberto Alvarez-Jimenez (he/him) is a Senior
Lecturer at the University of Waikato. His interest in
international law stems from his life experience in several
continents. His research is interdisciplinary and includes:
economics, political science, literature and art. It has appeared,
among others, in AJIL, EJIL, JIEL and ICLQ. He speaks Spanish,
English and French and enjoys architecture and music.
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Bec and Daye join Felicity as sub-editors

Bec previously worked across the Attorney-General’s, Defence and Home Affairs portfolios.
There, Bec led complex investigations into money laundering
/ terrorism financing, sexual servitude, casino-enabled crime
and transnational drugs trafficking. Bec also advised
successive Ministers on CBRNE (chemical, biological,
radiological, nuclear, explosive) developments and threat
architecture. Bec holds a Bachelor of Arts (Behavioural
Studies and International Politics) from Monash University, a
Masters of Military Studies from the ANU and is currently
obtaining a Juris Doctor. Bec lives on Gimuy, of the Yidiny
peoples.
Daye is a barrister at the Victorian Bar in Australia
specialising in administrative, criminal, and human rights
law. She is also a PhD candidate at the Michael Kirby
Centre for Public Health and Human Rights at Monash
University, where she is researching restorative justice
for sexual and family violence. She investigates
international crimes with the Citizens’ Alliance for North
Korean Human Rights based in South Korea. She is
translating all available North Korean laws into English
at www.lawandnorthkorea.com. For her work, she won the International Bar Association
Outstanding Young Lawyer Award in 2020.
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